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2 014 has been a very exciting year for the 
Business School. In the summer we were 

awarded the highly sought-after five year 
accreditation status from international body, 
EQUIS. Soon after, we were one of only three 
schools in the country to receive the prestigious 
‘gold standard’ by the Small Business Charter,  
for our role in helping to kick-start British 
enterprise. In December the School was placed 
in the UK’s top ten institutions for research by 
the Research Excellence Framework (REF) 2014. 
These accolades, supported by our rankings in the 
FT and Economist reinforce our position as a truly 
world class Business School. Read more on page 4.
 As a Business School we have both a global 
and regional outlook. We develop relationships 
with universities, institutions and corporates both 
internationally and within the UK to support 
our excellent research and feed into our student 
experience. Our newly appointed Deputy Dean, 
Professor Cathy Cassell and Marc Smelik, 
Associate Dean for International Affairs discuss 
more about the importance of these partnerships 
and their value to the School on page 6.
 Leeds is at the forefront of ‘big data’  
analysis, with a major research project,  
plus the launch of new Business Analytics 
degree courses. Understanding data is critical to 
business survival. In our lead article, Professor 
Bill Gerrard talks about the three Ds of data 
analytics (data, domain and decisions) and 
shows how different sectors are making use of 

them to help boost performance (page 8). 
 The Business School has seen many changes 
over the years, as we strive to give our students 
the best experience. On page 18 we chart 
the progress of business education at Leeds, 
commencing with the first day and evening classes 
taught in Political Economy at the Yorkshire 
College (the predecessor of the University) 
140 years ago, to where we are today. 
 We continue to expand our international 
alumni groups and now have 30 groups in 25 
countries across the world, with more planned 
for 2015. Many thanks to everyone who has 
been involved with these groups and events 
in the past year, we really appreciate your 
goodwill and enthusiasm. It has been a pleasure 
to be ‘on tour’ during 2014 and meet up with 
so many alumni in places such as Singapore, 
Hanoi, Sydney and London. I look forward 
to catching up with more of you next year. 

Wishing you a happy and prosperous 2015.

Professor Peter Moizer  
Dean  
Leeds University Business School
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BUSINESS SCHOOL NAMED  
UK SUPERBRAND  
Leeds University Business School was one of  
a small number of educational bodies to 
make it into the Superbrands survey of 
the UK’s elite business brands. The annual 
league tables are based on the opinions of 
marketing experts, business professionals 
and thousands of British consumers. 

5 YEAR EQUIS ACCREDITATION
Prestigious accreditation body, the 
European Foundation for Management 
Development (EFMD), issued the Business 
School with the highly sought-after five 
year EQUIS accreditation status.

MSC ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE TAKES THE TOP SPOT
Our MSc Accounting and Finance was the 
number one such programme in the world, 
according to the Financial Times 2014 Masters 
in Finance Pre-Experience rankings. This was 
the first time that the Business School had 
appeared in this prestigious league table. 

GOLD AWARD FOR BUSINESS SCHOOL
The Business School was one of only three in 
the country to be awarded a prestigious new 
Gold Standard Small Business Charter award for 
its role in helping kick-start British enterprise. 
Dean of the Business School, Professor Peter 
Moizer, travelled to Downing Street along 
with Director of the Leeds Enterprise Centre, 
Professor Nigel Lockett to accept the award 
which aims to encourage greater levels of 
engagement between business schools and small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), to help 
the economy to grow. The award reflects the 
Business School’s strength in providing support 
for SMEs and fostering enterprise in the region.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS IS NUMBER 1
International Business at Leeds was ranked top in 
the world in the 2014 Financial Times Masters in 
Management rankings. Organisational Behaviour 
was placed third in the UK and sixth globally. 
Both are based on recommendations from the MSc 
International Business alumni. Mario Kafouros, 
Head of the International Business Division said, 
“Our MSc International Business is designed to 
prepare students for real-world global challenges 
that matter, and I am delighted that once again 
we have been ranked by the Financial Times as 
first in the world for International Business.”

INTEGRATING IPADS INTO TEACHING
In September the Business School rolled out over 
1000 iPads to new Masters students as part of 
its blended learning initiative, ‘iTeach, iLearn – 
iPads at LUBS.’ Following successful trials, this 
deployment aims to enhance staff and student 
digital literacy skills by embedding iPads into the 
curriculum to complement the student experience 
and equip students with crucial abilities for 
the modern workforce. It is the largest project 
of its kind across any UK business school.

MBA STUDENTS PAIR WITH NORTHERN BALLET 
After winning a Business School competition,  
six MBA students were invited to spend two 
months consulting on Northern Ballet’s digital 
marketing and communications strategy.  
The students, who originated from India, 
China, Hong Kong, Japan and Thailand, 
were able to offer a broad skill set including 
financial and consultancy experience. Northern 
Ballet particularly valued the fresh perspective 
they delivered and plans to implement some 
of their suggestions in the coming year.

STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM  
QUANTITATIVE SKILLS TRAINING BOOST
The University of Leeds is delivering a  
step-change in its social science teaching as part  
of an ambitious intervention to address the critical 
shortage of quantitatively skilled social scientists. 
It will join a network of ‘Q-Step Centres’ across 
the UK, all of which have received funding from 
Q-Step, a programme designed to promote a 
step-change in quantitative social science training 
for undergraduates. Q-Step is funded by the 
Nuffield Foundation, the Economic and Social 
Research Council (ESRC) & the Higher Education 
Funding Council for England (HEFCE). The 
£19.5 million funding partnerships – the largest in 
recent times between a research council, a funding 
council and a private foundation – is focused on 
undergraduate social science education in the UK.

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD  
FOR PROFESSOR RICHARD THORPE
Professor Richard Thorpe was presented with 
the Richard Whipp Lifetime Achievement 
Award 2014 at the 28th British Academy of 
Management conference in Belfast. The award 
was made in memory of Professor Richard 
Whipp, an outstanding scholar in the field of 
business and management and former Chair  
of the British Academy of Management.  
Within the Management and Business 
community, Professor Thorpe has undertaken 
a number of national roles including serving 
as both Chair and President of the British 
Academy of Management and Chair of the 
Society for the Advancement of Management 
Studies. He has received fellowships from  
a wide range of institutions such as the 
Academy of Social Sciences, the Higher 
Education Academy, the Advanced Institute 
of Management and Research and the 
British Academy of Management. In all 
his roles, Richard has given exemplary 
service and is a truly worthy recipient 
of this lifetime achievement award.

DOUBLE FELLOWSHIP HONOURS  
FOR PROFESSOR PETER BUCKLEY
In October Professor Peter Buckley OBE was 
elected a Fellow of the Academy of Social 
Sciences; one of only 34 social scientists to 
be honoured this year. Professor Buckley is 
a world-leading authority on international 
business, the Founding Director of the Centre 
of International Business at the University of 
Leeds (CIBUL) and Cheung Kong Scholar Chair 
Professor in the University of International 
Business and Economics, Beijing (UIBE). It is the 
second major accolade that Professor Buckley 
has received this year having been appointed 
a Fellow of the British Academy in July. The 
prestigious awards reflect outstanding research 
and work in the humanities and social sciences.

STUDENT PRIZE FOR RESEARCHING EMPLOYEES’  
ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES
Phillipa Coan, Business Psychologist and  
Doctoral Researcher, has been awarded first  
prize by the British Psychological Society (BPS)  
in their Division of Occupational Psychology 
(DOP) research competition for her research  
on understanding and changing employee 
behaviour to be more environmentally  
sustainable. The award, sponsored by leading 
Business Psychology consultancy Pearn Kandola, 
is given to the research project considered to 
make the most valuable contribution to the field 
of Occupational Psychology in the 21st century. 
Phillipa was recognised in the Student Prizes for 
Excellence category, which was open to entries 
from both undergraduates and postgraduates.

A YEAR  
IN REVIEW

FEB
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TOP PRIZE FOR EMBA STUDENT  
AT FD’S EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Executive MBA student, Tracy Waind, won 
the FD of the Future award at the prestigious 
Financial Director’s Excellence Awards. The 
event which recognises the brightest and best 
performing finance executives in the country is 
run in association with the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) 
and supported by employers’ group the CBI. 

RECOGNITION FOR STAR MENTOR
The undergraduate mentoring scheme, 
Nurturing Talent, held its annual celebration, 
and for the first time it included a prize 
giving. Seventy mentors and mentees saw 
Mentor of the Year awarded to Economics 
alumnus Andrew Wiseman, Managing 
Director of ICM Group, who was nominated 
by his mentee Alex Henderson Smith. The 
successful scheme connects undergraduate 
students to professionals within industry. 

2014 OCT

DEC

Master in Management
Ranking 2014

UK TOP 10 FOR RESEARCH
The School has entered the top ten business 
and management research institutions in the 
UK, according to the 2014 Research Excellence 
Framework (REF). Some 82% of research 
submitted was judged by experts to be either 
“world leading” (4*) or “internationally 
excellent” (3*). Dean Professor Peter Moizer 
said: “I’m particularly pleased that the quality of 
our research environment has been recognised, 
reflecting our commitment to providing a setting 
in which research can thrive, and that the research 
is having an impact outside the University, and is 
of real relevance to business and policy makers.”

Master in Finance
Ranking 2014

http://business.leeds.ac.uk/alumni
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IN CONVERSATION WITH...
PROFESSOR CATHY CASSELL 
AND MARC SMELIK

Cathy Cassell is Deputy Dean of Leeds 
University Business School and Professor 
of Organizational Psychology. She joined 
Leeds from Manchester Business School 
where she held a number of academic 
leadership roles. Cathy is working to 
develop the School’s engagement strategy, 
focusing on corporate partners and other 
external stakeholders from the private, 
public and not-for-profit sectors.  
Cathy also maintains an active research 
agenda and has an enduring interest in 
research methodology. Professionally she 
is a Chartered Occupational Psychologist, 
a Fellow of the British Academy of 
Management and an Academic Fellow  
of the Chartered Institute of Personnel 
and Development. 

 uk.linkedin.com/pub/ 
 catherine-cassell/8a/463/5ba

Marc Smelik is Associate Dean for 
International Affairs, and has worked 
on the development of external relations 
with universities, institutions and 
corporates over the last five years.  
He is currently working with the Dean 
to raise the profile of the Business School 
and build valuable partnerships across 
key countries internationally. Marc has 
a corporate background in finance, 
marketing, talent management and 
entrepreneurship. He is also working on 
his PhD in International Business and 
teaches on the MSc International Business 
and MSc Management. He can usually be 
seen running through the Business School 
pulling his suitcase on the way  
to another flight…

 @msmelik
  uk.linkedin.com/in/marcsmelik
 Wechat - Marc Smelik

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR THE BUSINESS SCHOOL 
TO BUILD LINKS WITH EXTERNAL ORGANISATIONS?
CC - As well as offering us a range of 
interesting opportunities for our students, 
they enable us to produce cutting edge 
research with corporate partners, and 
help us to contribute – via executive 
education and other avenues – to the 
growth and development of all kinds 
of different organisations at regional, 
national and international levels. 

MS - If you want to be a serious  
business school in a global context,  
you need to collaborate with ambitious 
and credible business schools across key 
markets in the world. These relations 
support research excellence which 
increasingly need to be interdisciplinary 
and cross-border. They also help our 
students to develop global and cultural 
awareness, which are necessary skills to 
work in the global market place.  
Strong international partners are  
crucial to our brand.

HOW DO CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS IMPACT 
UPON OUR TEACHING AND RESEARCH?
CC - Our students have many 
opportunities to meet employers by 
taking part in internships and placements; 
their learning really is located within 
current issues facing the business world. 
Our research can have an impact 
outside of the academic arena through 
our academics contributing leading 
knowledge to corporates and  
other organisations. 

MS - Research partnerships provide 
academic expertise, access to data, 
international validity, peer group advice, 
funding opportunities, and individual 
contacts to support publications. 
Teaching needs to have international 
dimensions, not just a UK perspective. 
Through our international partners we 

can provide many opportunities for  
our students and staff to broaden their 
experience. We have great examples of 
this in both areas.

WHAT OTHER BENEFITS ARE  
THERE TO THESE RELATIONSHIPS?
CC - One of the major benefits is that  
the School can make a contribution to the 
regional economy. We have a long history 
of contributing to the development of 
small businesses, such as through our 
involvement with the Goldman Sachs 
10,000 Small Businesses programme,  
a programme of study for executives 
aimed at helping small businesses grow.  
We were one of only three business 
schools in the country to be awarded 
Gold in the Association of Business 
Schools (ABS) Small Business Charter,  
for our role in helping to kick-start  
British enterprise. 

MS - Our international footprint is of 
great interest to prospective students as 
well as our alumni, who want to know 
how we improve and prosper as an 
international business school. They want 
us to be well connected and always 
promote the Leeds experience across the 
world. We are also judged on how we 
connect with other universities and with 
companies through global accreditations. 
Our recent success in obtaining five 
years of EQUIS accreditation was 
heavily influenced by our great progress 
in corporate and international activity 
through student education and research, 

something the whole School worked very 
hard for over the last five years.

WHAT PROJECTS ARE YOU ARE  
WORKING ON AT THE MOMENT?
CC - We have lots of projects currently, 
but we are particularly working on 
developing our executive education 
portfolio which is led by Terry Kendrick, 
our new Director of Executive Education. 

MS - We are developing our first dual 
degrees in the US, Europe and China. 
Our study abroad programme is going 
very well and will see more Masters 
students getting a valuable international 
experience. Our international team 
headed by Melissa Schuessler is always 
expanding our international student 
activities and the number of global 
partners. Our strategic partnerships 
with Michigan State University’s Eli 
Broad College of Business and Zhejiang 
University School of Management are 
examples of great projects in research and 
executive education, which will help our 
students in the future. 

WHAT COUNTRIES OR SECTORS  
ARE YOU KEEN TO CONNECT WITH?
CC - We are keen to connect with both 
corporate partners and other external 
stakeholders across the spectrum of 
private, public and not-for-profit sectors, 
and across regional, national and 
international dimensions. 

MS - We don’t rule out any region of 
course, and our alumni will play a key 
role in developing new connections across 
the world. In 2014 we have created new 
links in Vietnam, Bangladesh, Brazil  
and Turkey.

IN THE CHANGING ECONOMIC AND EDUCATION 
CLIMATE, WHAT SORT OF PARTNERSHIPS WILL  
BE IMPORTANT FOR BUSINESS SCHOOLS TO 
DEVELOP IN FUTURE?
CC - It is particularly important that we 
develop partnerships that enable us to 
conduct impactful research. These could 
be in any type of organisation and in  
any sector. 

MS - Partnerships should add value for 
both parties. They need to fit our strategy 
and should enhance our brand. We would 
not go into partnerships which present 
significant risk to our reputation and 
brand as an excellent University.

CAN ALUMNI GET INVOLVED, AND IF SO, HOW?
CC - Yes, we are always interested in 
hearing from alumni who are interested 
in collaborating in our research or 
offering opportunities for our students. 

MS - Our alumni chapters and individual 
alumni from various countries are getting 
involved in hosting events, linking us 
with top institutions and providing access 
to corporate contacts. We really welcome 
this effort to make our Leeds community 
visible and active.  

MARC SMELIK

Associate Dean for 
International Affairs

CATHY CASSELL

Deputy Dean of Leeds 
University Business School

http://business.leeds.ac.uk/alumni
http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/catherine-cassell/8a/463/5ba
http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/catherine-cassell/8a/463/5ba
http://twitter.com/msmelik/
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/marcsmelik


Data analytics combines the three Ds – data, 
domain and decisions. It is statistical analysis 

of data combined with a deep understanding 
of the context, the domain in which the 
organisation operates. And it is analysis with 
purpose – to make better decisions and be more 
successful. Data analytics tries to understand 
what has happened and why, in order to inform 
decisions about what organisations should do. 
Data analytics is a forensic investigation of the 
evidence. It is CSI without the dead bodies.
 Retailers have been one of the most active in 
embracing the power of data analytics to drive 
their businesses forward. It is no longer good 
enough for retailers to just analyse the trends  
in sales. Loyalty card programmes provide 
a massive amount of data about customers. 
Knowing who your customers are and what they 
buy is a powerful combination. Just check your 
email inbox. Look at companies such as Amazon 
who are emailing you to tell you what you might 
want to buy based on a detailed analysis of your 
previous purchases. Amazon almost knows our 
spending habits better than we do ourselves.
 A recent research project at the University  
of Leeds involved combining sales data with 
loyalty card data to identify how shopping 
patterns changed over a year in a supermarket 
located in a UK tourist destination. Using loyalty 
card data, the researcher was able to map the 
home postcodes of the customers so that heat 
maps could be produced to show how the 
distribution between locals and visitors  

Successful organisations know their numbers, really 
know their numbers. More and more organisations in 
all areas of activity – business, government, the service 
sector and elite sport – are adopting an evidence-based 
approach to their decision making. Using statistical tools 
to identify patterns and trends in the data, analysts can 
turn numbers into knowledge and improve organisational 
performance. Indeed the Harvard Business Review has 
called data analytics the “sexiest job of the 21st Century”.

shopping in the store varied at different times 
of the year. Not surprisingly the store drew 
customers from all across England and Wales 
in August during the height of the holiday 
period, whereas customers were mainly locals 
in November. Loyalty card data also allowed 
the researcher to track the ages of shoppers. 
Again, not surprisingly, most of the shoppers 
from outside the locality in November were 
senior citizens. This type of analysis helps 
retailers to plan future investment in stores with 
much better knowledge of shopping patterns.  
 And it is not just in the business sector that 
data analytics is transforming how organisations 
operate. Data analysts at Google have developed 
an algorithm to provide health authorities with 
an early warning system for a flu epidemic. 
Traditionally an outbreak of flu would be 
indicated by a sharp rise in the number of people 
going to their local GP with flu symptoms.  
Even in very advanced health systems it took  
time to compile this data and to respond.  
A delay of 10 days between an upsurge of visits  
by flu sufferers to local clinics to this showing up 
in national statistics was not unusual. But these 
days with so many of us online at home,  
if we feel ill, we will do our own initial diagnosis 
by searching on Google about our symptoms. 
Google has been able to establish a very strong 
correlation between the use of certain search  
terms and the incidence of flu. So Google can  
use changes in search behaviour, particularly 
involving keywords describing flu symptoms,  

Data Analytics 
as Strategy  
for Success
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Bill is a Professor of 
Business and Sports 
Analytics at Leeds 
University Business 

School. He has published 
academic papers on 

various aspects of the 
economics and finance 
of professional team 

sports, including football 
transfer fees, measuring 
player and team quality,  

coaching efficiency,  
media ownership 

of teams, and sport 
sponsorship. His current 

research focus is the 
use of analytics to 

support evidence-based 
coaching. Bill has 

acted as a technical 
consultant to the Oakland 

Athletics ownership 
group, advising on the 

statistical analysis 
of player and team 
performance. He is 

currently the technical 
analyst for Saracens, 

one of the leading rugby 
union teams in England. 

Bill also works with 
Sky Sports, providing 
statistical analysis to 

support their coverage of 
rugby league. 

PROFESSOR 
BILL GERRARD
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Scan this page with  
the layar app to see  

Professor Bill Gerrard talk 
about Business Analytics

or see it online at youtube.com/
LeedsUniBusinessSch
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to give an immediate estimate of the number of 
flu cases in any particular region. Their algorithm, 
Google Flu, has been calibrated to operate in 
a number of countries around the world.
 The sports industry has been a high-profile 
user of data analytics as professional teams try to 
gain a competitive advantage. Indeed there is a 
Hollywood film, Moneyball, starring Brad Pitt in 
the lead role as Billy Beane, the General Manager 
of the Oakland Athletics in Major League 
Baseball. Oakland is a small-market team with 
a limited salary budget, typically spending only 
around a third of what the New York Yankees 
and Boston Red Sox spend on player salaries. 
Beane used statistical analysis to develop a ‘David’ 
strategy to compete with the financial Goliaths 
in his sport. The film tells the story of how in 
2002 Beane successfully identified players who 
were undervalued by the market so that he was 
able to buy wins more cheaply than any other 
baseball team. Beane has been general manager 
at Oakland for 16 years, a very long tenure in an 
executive position in the sports industry. Yet again 
in 2014 he took Oakland to the play-offs on a 
budget far smaller than most of the rival teams.
 Sports analytics is my area of expertise and 
in recent years I have worked on developing the 
use of data analysis as part of an evidence-based 
approach to coaching particularly in football, 
rugby union and rugby league. I have also been 
fortunate to work with Billy Beane at Oakland. 
There is a mass of sporting performance data 
available with companies such as Opta and 
Prozone (both with offices in Leeds) providing 
detailed data on what individual players do 
during games including fitness data on distance 
covered and speeds. For the last five years I 
have worked closely with Saracens in rugby 
union who have been leading-edge in their use 
of analytics. They have topped the Premiership 
table in the last two seasons and reached both the 
Premiership and Heineken Cup finals in 2014. 
Working with the coaches, I have identified a set 
of key performance indicators (KPIs) that are 
critical to winning games. After every game I 
produce a detailed report analysing these KPIs. 
The coaches debate this report in their game 
review meetings on a Monday morning to draw 
out the lessons and decide on training priorities 
for the coming week to improve performance 
in the next game. I also analyse the statistics of 
future opponents. My mantra is to know the 
opposition’s numbers better than the opposition 
know them. I analyse the patterns in their 
performance data to identify their strengths and 
weaknesses, and input into the Saracens coaches’ 
decisions on team selection and game tactics.

In the modern world consumers are more 
willing and able to share their consumption 

experiences online, due to the pervasiveness of 
internet-ready devices. Twitter, Facebook and 
other social media platforms have made it easier 
than ever before for people to voice their views. 
This should in theory make people more at ease 
about sharing their opinions, but when it comes 
to sharing word-of-mouth recommendations 
about products and services on social media 
platforms, consumers curiously lose their voice. 
Indeed, people are significantly less willing 
to offer positive word-of-mouth using social 
online sites than they are providing a positive 
word-of-mouth recommendation face-to-face.
 Both sWOM (word of mouth 
recommendations via social media) and WOM 
(face-to-face recommendations) are similar in 
that the recommender is both identifiable and 
accountable and both modes of referral are 
appropriate for friends as well as acquaintances. 
But there are also key differences. The former 
is broadcast, one-to-many, to an individual’s 
entire social network. This and other differences 
underpin the variations in relative level of use.

RECOMMENDING VIA SOCIAL MEDIA
There are enhanced levels of personal social risk 
associated with sWOM. Often it is provided 
within a firmly established, deeply rooted,  
or everyday-based group of people, such as 
family, friends, schoolmates and acquaintances. 
There is greater social risk in providing a
recommendation to a social network in which
our reputation is built and maintained. We simply 
do not want to look stupid or be embarrassed in 
front of work colleagues, acquaintances, or our 
boss, in the event that our views are not endorsed 
or shared by others. Tailoring a message to these 
various audiences nested in our larger social 
networks is also tricky. We may feel comfortable 
sharing positive feedback about a particular 
brand with our close friends but not necessarily 
our work colleagues, and vice-versa. Traditional, 
face-to-face word of mouth shares none of these 
attributes; or at least they are not as keenly felt.

SELF ENHANCEMENT
People differ in terms of their need to  
‘self-enhance’ - the extent to which they  
attempt to present themselves in a positive light.  
Most of us want to look good in front of others; 

it is important to our well-being. While the 
overall tendency to provide recommendations 
via social media is less than via a face-to-face 
conversation, not everyone is equally concerned 
about the risks. Some consumers revel in the 
opportunity to broadcast their views to the 
world, appreciating that social media is more 
effective than talking face-to-face as a way 
enhance one’s self in the eyes of others. 
 The broader reach of social media platforms 
make them a far more effective means to share  
our opinions about the brands we feel define us, 
while also seeking feedback and validation of  
our expressed opinions. Thus, as the need for  
self-enhancement increases, a consumer’s 
willingness to offer sWOM will increase 
more strongly than will their willingness to 
communicate face-to-face. Self-enhancement 
motivations will overcome some of the 
potential social drawbacks of sWOM.

IMPLICATIONS FOR MARKETING PRACTICE
Implications for marketing practice are two-fold. 
Firstly, heightening consumers’ needs to  
self-enhance can encourage word of mouth 
referral. Some have suggested that pre-announcing 
the arrival of a new product achieves this; future 
products are inherently less certain but more 
interesting than existing products and allow 
consumers to self-enhance by talking about 
them. Secondly, marketers could take steps to 
ensure that consumers do not feel threatened 
by social judgements and sanctions as a result 
of sWOM. Opportunities for consumers to 
selectively share their opinions with members 
of their social network, similar to Google’s 
‘Google Circles’1 might help achieve this. 

1 -  Google Circles allow you to organise your contacts in to relevant groups  
(e.g. circles of friends, family, work contacts) and share content with all  
or some of these, the whole world or just individuals.  

Dr Yeyi Liu is a Lecturer 
in Marketing at Leeds 
University Business 

School. He holds a BSc 
in Industrial Engineering 
and MSc in Management 
Science and Engineering 

from Xi’an Jiaotong 
University, China. He also 
holds a PhD from Imperial 

College London.  
His current research 

interests revolve around 
brand management, 
service innovation, 

and various aspects of 
consumer behaviour 

and marketing 
communications.

 @yeyi_liu

 www.linkedin.com/pub/
yeyi-liu/3b/722/2a6

DR YEYI LIU

 The University of Leeds has become a centre 
of excellence for data analytics particularly in the 
area of big data. Leeds University Business School 
is at the forefront of these developments. A new 
one-year Masters degree in Business Analytics  
and Decision Science started in September  
2014 and has proved popular with  
postgraduate students looking for careers  
in data analytics. And a new three-year 
undergraduate degree in Business Analytics has 
been launched with the first entry of students 
due to arrive at the Business School in September 
2015. Our aim is to equip students to work 
effectively in organisations, applying the latest 
data analytical techniques to support management 
decisions. Local, national and multinational 
companies are already involved in designing 
our programmes, advising us on the specific 
analytical skills needed, and offering to provide 
internships and placements for students. We are 
looking for more organisations to get involved.

THE MESSAGE IS CLEAR: 
If your organisation is not already using analytics, then it is 
time it did. If you do not really know your numbers, you will 
not be as effective as you could be. And in the hypercompetitive 
worlds of business and elite sport, not really knowing 
your numbers is likely to put you at a major competitive 
disadvantage. And you can be sure that more data-savvy 
rivals will exploit your limitations to their advantage. 
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WHY RECOMMEND A 
BRAND FACE-TO-FACE 
BUT NOT ON FACEBOOK?

If your organisation is not already using analytics, then it is time it did.  
If you do not really know your numbers, you will not be as effective as you could be. 
In the hypercompetitive worlds of business and elite sport, not knowing your numbers 
is likely to put you at a major competitive disadvantage.

http://twitter.com/yeyi_liu/
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/yeyi-liu/3b/722/2a6
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/yeyi-liu/3b/722/2a6
http://business.leeds.ac.uk/alumni
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE OFFICE

The rise of flexible working, mobile technologies, 
greater ‘knowledge’ work, an increasingly 

diverse workforce and a quest to reduce overheads 
are driving the biggest shift in office design since 
open-plan offices emerged in the 1960s and 1970s. 
Large open offices, filled with individual desks 
with the occasional meeting room or break-out 
space are giving way to something altogether more 
interesting: an open office based around activities. 
 These new generation offices are often based  
around the idea of activity-based working. A mix of 
activity spaces are provided so people can move about 
over the course of a day, choosing to work in the areas  
that best suit their particular tasks. This often means 
the end of allocated desks for individual workers, with 
a smaller number of desks available on a hot-desking 
(unreserved) or hoteling (book in advance) basis. This 
helps organisations provide additional activity spaces, 
even enabling some to reduce the amount of office 
space they need overall. Areas can then be freed for 
comfortable seating, café spaces, meeting rooms, reading 
spaces or project spaces. You may have seen spaces such 
as these across Google campuses, Alibaba’s offices or 
even in some of the UK Government’s buildings. We 
have been working with Rolls-Royce plc for a number 
of years exploring how to optimise office space and 
evaluate changes such as these.
 This arrangement recognises that different tasks  
are best carried out in different settings. Generally 
people will find mentally demanding solo tasks such as 
reading a technical report easier in quieter spaces than  
in the middle of a noisy open-plan office. A creative 
‘brainstorming’ session is easier to run in a project 
space, equipped with projectors, flipcharts and relaxed 
seating, rather than huddled around a team member’s 
desktop. This is a move away from the one desk for 
every task mentality of the traditional open-plan office. 
Modern work is often too interdependent and 
too diverse to fit the old office model.

 Nowadays it is not unusual for organisations to 
actively promote some homeworking as part of their 
activity-based working. This is in part to support 
flexibility, in part to promote people working where 
they feel most productive and also to reduce the amount 
of office space they need to provide. This may be 
most observed in consultancy and other professional 
services firms with a large amount of client side 
working. The evolution of open-plan reflects these 
changing work patterns and increasingly flexible office 
hours. If your staff work from home part of the week 
or work a short week, you can reduce the desks and 
ask people to hot-desk when they are in the office.
 Such changes are not without risk, and the 
way that they are introduced is crucial to the way 
that workers will respond. People develop strong 
attachments to particular ways of working and 
can act territorially to protect space that they 
consider their own. If organisations seek to remove 
individual personal work space, such as desks, 
without managing expectations and providing a 
better overall experience for the workers, new office 
arrangements can cause discontent, or even fail. 
 An holistic approach that considers the behavioural 
and management aspects of altering the physical 
environment, makes changes more likely to succeed. 
The layout and qualities of office space can influence 
the nature of interactions, information 
flow, performance, satisfaction 
and wellbeing. The right fit 
between individuals, work, 
office & culture is the 
key to success.

DR MATTHEW DAVIS 
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THE CASE FOR WORKING LESS

Conventional employment policy focuses on creating 
‘more work’. People without work and in receipt 

of benefits are viewed as a drain on the state and in need 
of assistance or direct coercion to gain work. This kind 
of policy has come at the expense of another, far more 
radical goal, that of creating ‘less work’. Yet the pursuit 
of less work could actually provide a route to a better 
standard of life, including a better quality of work life.
 The idea that society might work less in order to 
enjoy life more goes against standard thinking that 
celebrates the virtue and discipline of hard work. 
Dedication to work, so the argument goes, is the best 
route to prosperity. There is also the idea that work 
offers the opportunity for self-realisation, adding 
to any material benefits from work. ‘Do what you 
love’ in work, we are told, and success will follow.
 But these ideologies are based on a myth that work 
can set us free and provide the basis for a good life.  
This mythologising about work fails to confront 
– indeed, it actively conceals – the acute hardships 
of much work in modern society. For many, 
work is about doing ‘what you hate’.
 Working less presents several advantages. One is the 
opportunity to overcome the anomaly of overwork for 
some and unemployment for others. Sharing out work 
more evenly across the available population by reducing 
average working time would enable those who work 
too much to work less and those who do not work to 
do some work. Another advantage is the opportunity 
to enhance the quality of work by reducing drudgery 
and extending opportunities for creative activities in 

work. Reducing work time can be as 
much about realising the intrinsic 

rewards of work as reducing 
its burdensome qualities.

 Mainstream economics 
accuses advocates of 
shorter work hours 
of succumbing to the 
‘lump of labour fallacy’ 
and of failing to see 
the extra costs of hiring 

additional workers on 
shorter hours contracts. 

But longer work hours are 
not actually that productive. 
Shorter work hours may be 

more productive if they increase 
workers’ morale and motivation. The same standard 
of living could be achieved with fewer hours of work.

 But the more profound question is whether 
society should tolerate long work hours for some 
and zero work hours for others. Can we not 
achieve a more equitable allocation, which offers 
everyone enough time to work and enough time 
to do what they want? A reduction in work 

time could offer a route to such an allocation.

 There is also the deeper issue of whether we 
should measure the value of our lives by what we 
produce. The cult of productivity crowds out other 
more ‘leisurely’ ways of living that can add to 
human wellbeing. Challenging this cult and seeking 
ways to lighten the burden of work could allow us 
to live better lives inside and outside of work.
 Arguments for shorter work time are not new. 
Keynes supported a reduction in working time as a 
way to achieve full employment and foresaw a decline 
of work time (by 2030, Keynes thought we would 
be working a 15 hour week). Marx, from a radically 
different perspective, saw a reduction in working time as 
an essential ingredient of a future communist society.  
J.S. Mill argued that technology should be used to curtail 
work time. A similar argument was later to feature in 
Bertrand Russell’s 1932 essay, ‘In Praise of Idleness’. 
 These writers’ ideas resonate still. They cut through 
romantic views of work and show how human progress 
depends on society performing less, not more, work. 
Although developed in radically different ways, they 
point to a future where the burden of work is lighter  
and there is more time for free creative activity. At least 
in the case of Marx, there is still the prospect of turning 
work into a fulfilling activity, but the latter objective is 
seen as achievable only within the context of a situation 
in which work time is reduced. Less work is seen as a 
necessary foundation for better work.
 Ultimately, the reduction in working time is 
about creating opportunities for people to realise 
their potential in all manner of activities, including 
the work sphere. Working less is about allowing 
us to live more. Let’s work to achieve it. 

The traditional idea of work, a 9-5 working week spent at your own desk in an 
office, no longer applies for many people. Innovations in technology, pursuit of 
work-life balance and the changing economic climate are contributing to new 
ways of working. Here, Dr Matthew Davis looks at how to match innovations 
in office design to twenty first century working patterns and Professor David 
Spencer argues that rather than ‘more work’, the pursuit of less work could 
provide a better standard of life, including a better quality of work life. 
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We are interested 

in the design 

and evaluation of 

workspaces, in 

particular activity-based workspace 

or flexible working and the impact 

that this has on how individuals 

work, interact and feel. We have 

partnered with large organisations 

on office and building design and 

are always keen to hear about new 

office projects. 

Please do get in touch if you are 

planning an office redesign or  

have a case study to share. 

m.davis@leeds.ac.uk
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WORKING
MODERN

This is an abridged version of an article that appeared on  
Pieria (22 January 2014)  
pieria.co.uk/articles/the_case_for_working_less

http://business.leeds.ac.uk/alumni
http://www.twitter.com/Matthew_C_Davis
http://www.twitter.com/SocioTechCentre/
http://twitter.com/Spencer_DavidA/
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/category/david-spencer 
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/category/david-spencer 
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/category/david-spencer 
mailto:m.davis@leeds.ac.uk
http://business.leeds.ac.uk/alumni
http://pieria.co.uk/articles/the_case_for_working_less
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DO YOU WANT A LIVING WAGE WITH THAT?

Low-waged workers in small workplaces 
are, statistically, the least likely to go on 

strike. They are unlikely to be unionised, are 
under close supervision from the boss and are 
easily replaceable. Traditionally, unions have 
paid little attention to these workers. Union 
organising in small workplaces with high staff 
turnover provides little return for lots of effort.
 Yet in the US, thousands of fast food  
workers from outlets such as McDonald’s, 
Domino’s Pizza and KFC1 have walked out of 
their workplaces taking their colleagues with them 
in a series of day-long strikes that began in 2012.  
The most recent of these in Spring 2014 involved 
coordinated action in 150 cities2 across the US.
 But nothing of a similar scale has happened 
in the UK, and it does not look like it will 
happen any time soon. The reasons for this 
go to the heart of the differences between 
unions on either side of the Atlantic.
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labour and the politics  

of intersectionality  
(‘race’, class, gender, etc).

 @profjaneholgate 
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POVERTY WAGES
It is easy to see why campaigners in the US 
have targeted fast food. The industry’s workers 
are the lowest paid in the country, according 
to government data3. Their median salary is 
just $11,000 per year4. They also suffer a high 
degree of ‘wage theft’, where employers dock 
their pay or force them to work unpaid hours.
 Workers are demanding the right to join a 
union and are pushing the Obama government 
to increase the minimum wage nationwide. 
The federal minimum wage currently stands 
at $7.25 but individual states and cities have 
the power to set their own rates above this 
figure. Since the strikes began minimum wage 
increases have been secured in seven states and 
two cities. SeaTac, near Seattle, in Washington 
State was the first city to win an increase to 
$15, followed by the city of Seattle itself5.
 Complex labour laws mean unions face 
difficulties getting recognised by employers and 
the unions often experience expensive legal 
challenges from employers. The unions and 
unionised workers also face intimidation and 
bullying from multi-million dollar union-busting 
companies. To avoid this, unions have adopted a 
new tactical approach to organising in this sector.

NEW TACTICS
Campaigners have targeted the state and federal 
legislatures to increase the minimum wage.  
As many fast food restaurants are franchises,  
the owners have little room for manoeuvre when 
it comes to wages, as the price of supplies and 
food is set and regulated centrally by companies 
like McDonald’s and Wendy’s. Low profit margins 
mean the owner of an individual McDonald’s 
franchise has little scope to increase wages.
 The unions also chose to organise fast food 
workers in the community as opposed to in the 
workplace. They set up Fast Food Forward6  –  
a community coalition – where they have funded 
organisers to work with local groups and workers 
centres. Faith leaders in local churches and 
community activists have shown their support 
for the strikers. In one example7, from late 2013 
in New York, “Clergy and city council members 
walked a Wendy’s worker back in after her 
manager told her she was fired. The high-powered 
delegation convinced the manager to ‘unfire’ her”.
 Workers are also legally protected from 
dismissal (largely), as it is unlawful to fire 
workers for attempting to organise a union.

COULD THESE TACTICS WORK IN THE UK?
One reason this form of organising has not  
spread to the UK is that local councils do  
not have the power to set minimum wages.  
A minimum wage campaign could be directed  
at the national government, but unions in the UK 
have tended to use their political links with the 
Labour Party to press for demands for  
worker-friendly legislation and are unlikely to 
think it worthwhile to demand progressive labour 
laws from the current coalition government.
 Unions in the UK also tend to be too focused 
on servicing their current members rather 
than on expanding into new, non-unionised 
workplaces. While some unions have adopted 
the language of organising, where this does 
take place, it tends to be where unions already 
have membership. For a typical UK union, 
a trip round the local high street’s fast food 
places would be a leap into the unknown.
 It is a leap the unions might be willing to  
take, if it were not for another problem:  
they simply do not have the resources of their 
US counterparts. The UK trade union sector has 
seen merger after merger (a consequence of a 
failure to invest in organising) as unions need to 
consolidate in order to cut costs and survive.
 In the US, unions are able to draw 
strength from being part of a wider tradition 
of community-based organising, including a 
number of national networks of faith-based and 

community coalitions. Geographically  
based community organising – while starting  
to take place in Unite, the largest  
private-sector union – is not a feature of UK 
trade unionism. But even Unite’s community 
membership8 is aimed at organising those 
not in work to campaign for social justice 
rather than workers in the workplace.
 For unions in the UK looking enviously at  
the success their counterparts have had across  
the Atlantic, there are lessons to be learned.  
British trade unions could recast themselves 
as broader social justice organisations where 
their role is to create benefits for all workers 
rather than just their members. Forming genuine 
common-cause coalitions with progressive 
community organisations campaigning for social 
justice, instead of just requesting assistance when 
unions need support for an industrial dispute or 
campaign, could prove valuable in reaching into 
communities where unions do not have a base.
 Further, the campaign for a living wage 
began in London in 2001 when London Citizens9 
– a community coalition explicitly based on 
US organising tactics – began working with 
unions to secure wage increases for hospital 
workers in East London. Since then, this small 
organisation has managed to persuade dozens 
of employers to pay a living wage of £8.80 
in London (£7.65 outside of London) per 
hour – £2.49 (£1.34) more than the national 
minimum. More than 100 local authorities have 
now committed to paying the living wage.
 At the same time they have managed to shift 
the political discourse around low wages to that 
of a ‘living’, rather than a ‘minimum’ wage, 
such that the Labour Party has committed to its 
introduction, should it be returned to government.
 Unions need to get smarter and more flexible 
in the way they organise in order to adapt to 
the constantly changing labour markets and 
laws that make organising workers difficult. 
It can be done, but it requires a fundamental 
shake-up of the way unions currently operate 
and the adoption of more innovative and 
tactical approaches to organising.  

1 money.cnn.com/2014/05/16/news/companies/fast-food-protesters
2  reuters.com/article/2014/05/15/us-usa-restaurants-strike-idUSBRE-

A4E0BE20140515
3   huffingtonpost.com/2012/04/06/food-service-jobs--march-

2012_n_1408158.html
4 laborcenter.berkeley.edu/publiccosts/fast_food_poverty_wages.pdf
5 bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-27674474
6 fastfoodforward.org
7 labornotes.org/2013/06/fast-food-strikes-whats-cooking
8 unitetheunion.org/growing-our-union/communitymembership
9 cof.org.uk
NB Living wage/minimum wage figures correct as of September 2014
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A minimum wage campaign could be directed at the national 
government, but unions in the UK tend to use their political links 
to press for worker-friendly legislation.
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Finance masters programmes at Leeds 
University Business School have adopted 

a strong employability agenda, which aims 
to provide graduates with highly sought-
after practical skills and competencies. Over 
recent years, the Accounting & Finance 
Division has invested heavily in equipment, 
databases and facilities, with the aim to 
offer our masters students the edge in the 
highly competitive finance job market. 
 Since 2013 we have established a strategic 
partnership with Amplify Trading of London 
(Amplifytrading.com), one of the City’s most 
prominent trading companies. Amplify Trading,  
is well-known for providing regular commentaries 
on financial news channel CNBC and across 
the financial press. Recently, the multi-award 
winning company featured in the acclaimed 
BBC documentary about the trading industry, 
titled “Traders: Millions by the Minute”. 
 All students on our Finance masters 
programmes spend a week on a specially 
configured ‘trading floor’ at the Business 
School, connected to real-time financial market 
information. The simulation allows students to 
gain a practical understanding of the financial 
markets, whilst developing important professional 
skills and gaining experience of what working 
as a city trader is like. Using the same market 
simulations as companies such as HSBC, 
JPMorgan and Bank of America, our students find 
out what it is like to be a City trader operating a 
state-of-the-art trading desk.  
 The simulation also offers a great opportunity 
to apply key financial theories to live market 
prices. Will de Lucy, Managing Director at  
Amplify Trading and Piers Curran, Head of 
Trading provide the simulation and work with 
students throughout the exercise. The value is 
clear, as Will explains: “The simulation helps 
students to bridge the gap between a theoretical 
understanding of financial markets and practical 
implementation within them. It is crucial to 
be able to understand how what you learn in 
finance and economics is applied in practice 
by leading firms in the industry. Students at 

Leeds gain a clear competitive advantage 
within the financial sector by being exposed to 
an industry renowned front desk experience, 
managing risk across live market asset prices.”
 This training formula, unique at Leeds 
University Business School, is at the heart of 
our pedagogical philosophy, which is to deliver 
the right balance among academic excellence, 
practical training and the development of 
those increasingly sought-after ‘soft’ skills.
 The simulation is offered during the 
third semester to all students on our MSc in 
Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Finance, 
Banking and International Finance, Finance and 
Investment, Financial Mathematics, Financial 
Risk Management, and Law and Finance. 
 The Accounting & Finance Division has 
also invested in the design and equipment of a 
brand new Trading Room, which will be located 
in the Business School. This state-of-the-art 
dealing room will benefit from around 10 trading 
desks, all equipped with Bloomberg terminals, 
Thomson Reuters database access and a virtual 
trading platform and will be suitable for trading, 
training and research. The Trading Room is 
expected to be ready and fully operational in 
2015 and will be available to students and 
aspiring financial market professionals.  

I imagine there are very few people who 
can wake up every morning and say that 

they love their job. As a trader, I am very 
lucky to say that I absolutely love mine. 
Wall Street always excited me and I had every 
confidence in myself that after graduating I 
would be on this career path. I used my time in 
Leeds to prepare for my future by going to career 
events and making the most of the networking 
opportunities. My defining memory of the 
Business School was spending time with my 
professors, especially Martin Carter, who always 
challenged my ideas to bring the best out of me.
 The job market was extremely competitive 
when I graduated, during one of the worst 
financial crises in history. Fortunately my hard 
work paid off and I was lucky to secure a role 
as a Senior Client Portfolio Executive at the 
Independent Trustee Company. Despite working 
long hours I found time to continue my education 
and passed both the qualified financial advisor 
exam and the chartered market technician exam. 
After nearly three and a half years I moved to 
BNY Mellon to work in hedge funds on the 
Trade Execution Desk before moving to Ava 
Trade in Ireland where I am the Global Head of 
Market Analysis and Chief Market Analyst. 
 Every day in the trading world is different, 
but I also work to a strict routine. I will wake up 
around 04:35, as 04:30 is just a little too early!  
I catch up with Asian markets while I am getting 
ready for work. On the way to work, I send 
my predictions to media companies such as 
the Financial Times, Thompson Reuters and 
Bloomberg, on how I see 
the market developing 
that day. I have to be 
fully informed about the 
global markets, although I 
specialise in European and 
US markets. Everything 
is so connected these 
days that one event in 
the smallest market 
can have a ripple effect 
across many others. 
 Once in the office, I 
manage a team of eight traders and analysts. I am 
not the kind of person who can sit at a desk and 
do the same thing every day. I like new challenges 
to push myself and come up with strategies that 
are beneficial for both me and my employer.
 Over the years, I have developed a  
well-respected reputation in the financial markets 
and I regularly appear as a guest on Bloomberg, 
CNBC, WSJ, Marketwatch, Thompson Reuters 
and many other financial media channels, giving 

my predictions about the market and where 
investors should invest their money. It is one 
of the most difficult parts of the job, because 
when you are on the national and international 

stage, your reputation is 
your craft and there is 
no room for mistakes. 
 I do travel a lot  
for work, mostly in 
Europe, the Middle  
East and Africa.  
My travel, however, is 
very different compared 
to my fellow passengers; 
while they are at the 
airport shopping, or 
relaxing, I am still 

fully responsible for my team, monitoring 
the markets and making my predictions.
 In 2010, at the peak of the financial crisis, 
I won the Young Irish Broker Award. I was 
really proud of this achievement. I like to 
keep challenging myself today, so that I can 
prepare myself for the future. For this reason, 
I keep the bar very high; my goal is to own 
the most profitable hedge fund ever. 

Director of Accounting 
& Finance postgraduate 
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Chair in Finance
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Future & Bonds)
Ava Trade, Ireland

 @naeemaslam23

NAEEM ASLAM

My defining memory  
of the Business School 
was spending time with 
my professors, especially 
Martin Carter, who always 
challenged my ideas to 
bring the best out of me.

A DAY IN  
THE LIFE  

OF A TRADERPREPARING OUR STUDENTS  
FOR CAREERS IN THE CITY

SO YOU  
THINK  
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THE CHANGING FACE OF 
THE BUSINESS SCHOOL

1988
The School of Economics and 
Department of Management 
Studies merge to form the School 
of Business and Economic Studies

1993
The full-time MBA is introduced

1996
Professor Alan Geoffrey Lockett 
becomes Chairman of Leeds 
University Business School

1997
Kenneth Woolmer (now Lord 
Woolmer of Leeds) is appointed 
Dean of the School of Business 
and Economic Studies

1997
Leeds University Business School 
is formed from the School of 
Business and Economic Studies 

1997
The full-time MBA gains 
Association of MBAs (AMBA) 
accreditation

1999
The School moves into its  
current home, the Grade II listed 
Maurice Keyworth Building.  
The building, originally belonging  
to the Leeds Grammar School, 
dates back to 1859

2000
Professor Andrew Lock is 
appointed Dean of the Business 
School (Currently Dean Emeritus 
at Kingston Business School)

2002
International accreditation body EQUIS 
(European Quality Improvement 
System) accreditation is awarded

2003
The Business School becomes one 
of nine faculties of the University  

2008
The current Dean, Professor 
Peter Moizer is appointed.

2014
The Business School is awarded the 
highly sought-after ‘five year EQUIS 
accreditation’ status, reaffirming its 
position as a top international business 
school. The School also enters the top 
ten business and management research 
institutions in the UK according 
to the 2014 Research Excellence 
Framework (REF). Some 82% of 
research submitted is judged by experts 
to be either “world leading” (4*) or 
“internationally excellent” (3*). 
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Today over 1500 undergraduate, almost 
1300 postgraduate and around 90 PhD 
students are studying for a diverse and 
flexible range of degree programmes

The Business School has over 
200 academic staff and over 
120 professional staff

We have research centres organised 
under four key themes: Decision Making, 
Economic Sustainability and Finance; 
International Business and Marketing; 
Technology and Innovation; and 
Leadership, Work Organisation and 
Employment which work with academics 
and partners from across the world

Leeds University Business School has 
over 21,000 alumni in 136 countries

We currently have 30 alumni 
groups around the world, with 
new ones created each year.

THE BUSINESS 
SCHOOL TODAY

1982
A Single honours degree in 
Management Studies is introduced

1987
The Executive MBA is introduced

1904
The Yorkshire College becomes 
the University of Leeds and is 
granted its own Royal Charter

1874 
The Yorkshire College is founded. 
Day and evening classes in Political 
Economy are taught by Cyril Ransome, 
Professor of Modern History and 
English Language and Literature and 
father of author Arthur Ransome

1888 
A Business course is offered, 
comprising bookkeeping, foreign 
currency, shorthand, mathematics 
and at least one foreign language

1902 
John Harold Clapham is appointed 
as the first Professor of Economics. 
Clapham later returned to Cambridge 
and in 1946 he chaired the committee 
that laid the foundation of the 
post-war expansion of social and 
economic research in the UK

1903
The Department of Commerce is 
created within Faculty of Arts

1905
A Bachelor of Commerce Degree is 
introduced at the University of Leeds 
alongside a BA and MA in Economics 
and a Diploma in Accountancy

1926 
Master of Commerce (M Comm) 
is offered by the Department  

1929
John H Richardson is appointed 
first Montague Burton Professor 
of Industrial Relations

1932
The Department of Economics 
and Commerce relocates 
to 6 Cavendish Road

1933
The Faculty of Economics 
and Commerce is created

1946
The Degree of Bachelor of  
Commerce (B Comm) is introduced 
for students training as accountants

1947
Arthur Brown is appointed Professor 
of Economics. He contributes greatly 
to the development of economic 
theory in the areas of monetary 
theory, inflation, international 
trade and regional economics

1949
The Newlyn-Phillips Machine is 
developed by University of Leeds 
Professor Walter Newlyn and AWB 
Phillips of the London School of 
Economics. This innovative hydraulic 
computer prototype models the 
flow of money in the economy and 
is later immortalised in an Emmet 
cartoon in Punch magazine

1954
Lectureships in Management 
Accounting and Industrial 
Management are added

1961
The Industrial Management 
Division is created

1965-6
The Schools of Economic Studies and 
of Management Studies are created

1979
The School of Economic Studies moves 
to the newly completed Economics and 
Social Sciences Building; Management 
moves to Blenheim Terrace

We are currently collecting 
memories, photos and memorabilia 
as part of a bigger history project 
for the Business School.  
 
Please share your story at 
alumni@lubs.leeds.ac.uk

or on Facebook, search  
LUBS Alumni

WHAT ARE THE  
HIGHLIGHTS OF YOUR 
TIME IN LEEDS? 

1919
Our earliest recorded graduate 
gains their BA Economics degree

http://business.leeds.ac.uk/alumni
mailto:alumni@lubs.leeds.ac.uk
https://www.facebook.com/LUBSAlumni
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1. Alumni gathering  
in Bangkok with  
Dr Simos Chari
16 January 2014 
Bangkok, Thailand

2. FT Innovation Lecture 
with Eric Hawthorn, 
Radio Design Ltd
28 January 2014 
Leeds, UK

3. Bank of England 
Quarterly Economic Briefing
27 February 2014
Leeds, UK

4. FT Masterclass Lecture 
with Jason Gatenby, 
Montagu Private Equity LLP
18 March 2014
Leeds, UK

5. The Dean’s Global 
Tour in London
26 March 2014
London, UK

6. The Dean’s Global 
Tour in Singapore
9 April 2014
Singapore

7. BA Management Finalists 
Ball with alumnus Lindsay 
Nuttall, Bartle Bogle Hegarty
2 May 2014
Leeds, UK

8. Alumni Workshop in 
Athens with Leah Bennett 
10 May 2014
Athens, Greece

9. Nurturing Talent 
Celebration Event
13 May 2014
Leeds, UK

10. Inaugural Lecture with 
Professor Gary Dymski 
and Professor Jon Lovett
14 May 2014
Leeds, UK

11. Alumni Workshop 
in Delhi
23 May 2014
Delhi, India

12. Alumni Lecture in 
Beijing with Professor 
Peter Buckley
24 May 2014
Beijing, China

13. Alumni Dinner in 
Ho Chi Minh City with 
Professor Peter Buckley
28 May 2014
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

14. The Dean’s Global 
Tour in Hanoi
20 June 2014
Hanoi, Vietnam

15. Alumni Seminar in 
Tokyo with Tony Byng
23 June 2014
Tokyo, Japan

16. The Dean’s Global 
Tour in Sydney
27 June 2014
Sydney, Australia

17. Alumni Social in Leeds
10 July 2014
Leeds, UK

18. Summer Graduation
14 July 2014
Leeds, UK

19. Alumni Social in Taipei
26 September 2014
Taipei, Taiwan

20. FT Masterclass 
Lecture with Dr David 
Chaffey, Smart Insights
15 October 2014
Leeds, UK

21. Alumni Lecture in 
London with Emeritus 
Professor John Maule 
13 November 2014
London, UK

22. Global Get Together
15 November 2014

23. Alumni Social in Leeds
27 November 2014
Leeds, UK

24. FT Innovation Lecture 
with Rashik Parmar, IBM 
Academy of Technology
9 December 2014
Leeds, UK

25. Winter Graduation
15 December 2014
Leeds, UK 

I am from Jiangyin City, near Shanghai in East 
China. I wanted to study in both China and 

England to broaden my horizons, as in our 
increasingly global environment I believe it is 
crucial to have an international outlook. 
 I joined the 2+2 programme at Wuhan 
University in China in 2010. This programme 
enables students to pursue a bachelor’s 
degree at an overseas partnership university 
after successfully finishing their first two 
years of study in their home country. 
 My first year at Wuhan University was mainly 
focused on language training and academic 
skills. In the second year, all the modules covered 
subjects like accounting, marketing and economics 
which gave me an overview of business. At the 
end of year two I successfully enrolled on the 
BSc International Business programme at the 
University of Leeds and graduated in 2014.
 As a direct entry international student I 
appreciated the high quality of teaching at the 
Business School and the friendly environment 

(International 
Business 2014)

WILMA YINGQI WU

where different cultures were really integrated. 
I especially valued opportunities to explore 
entrepreneurship and leadership which helped 
me to improve my overall employability. 
In Chinese universities, career education is 
not so focused as it is in UK universities. 
 Whether you are studying in China or 
England, you will always have lectures, exams  
and assignments. The academic environment, 
however, is totally different. In England, 
students have to be self-motivated to study, 
whilst in China they are often chased up by 
teachers to finish their work. In a Chinese 
classroom the learning experience is only one 
way - from the teachers to students - but in 
Leeds we had regular seminars that encouraged 
interaction between students and lecturers. 
 I found I had more time and opportunities 
to explore the extra-curricular life in Leeds than 
I did in China. I joined a variety of societies, 
volunteered in the sustainability garden, organised 
Chinese New Year Celebrations in Leeds 
Town Hall, and attended the Enactus business 
competition national finale. I also had a taste 
of democracy through running the campaign 
for Leeds University Union’s Equality and 
Diversity officer. By balancing my life between 
study and activities, my management skills 
were put in to practice and greatly developed.
  Initially I planned to take a masters course 
after my graduation. However, I applied for 
a graduate intern position at the Business 
School and was offered my current job, Student 
Education Projects Assistant. I am based in the 
Professional Development Hub and provide 
support for the Business School Student Education 
team in the design and delivery of key projects, 
initiatives and activities. I find project management 
challenging but very interesting. I had some 
experience from previous society projects and 
now I am excited about gaining more training and 
being involved as a member of University staff. 
 After this 12-month internship, I may go 
back to student life and take my masters degree 
at the Business School, majoring in Strategic 
Management in the Global Environment. I have 
always been interested in consulting and would 
like to pursue a career path as a management 
consultant. My time at Leeds has encouraged 
me to start career planning, gain essential job 
seeking knowledge and encouraged me to dare 
to dream. I am open to any possibilities now 
because you never know what will happen next. 

In a Chinese 
classroom the 

learning experience 
is only one way - 
from the teachers 
to students - but 
in Leeds we had 
regular seminars 
that encouraged 

interaction 
between students 

and lecturers.

FROM WUHAN TO LEEDS
01. 06. 11. 16. 21.

02. 07. 12. 17. 22.

03. 08. 13. 18. 23.

04. 09. 14. 19. 24.

05. 10. 15. 20. 25.

E V E N T S  R O U N D  U P  2 0 1 4
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STUDENT LIFE ON 
TWO CONTINENTS

Scan this page with the layar app to 
access video content, or see it online at:
youtube.com/LeedsUniBusinessSch

Missed A Career Development Webinar?
Catch up here:  
positionignition.com/lubs-webinars

http://business.leeds.ac.uk/alumni
http://youtube.com/LeedsUniBusinessSch
http://positionignition.com/lubs-webinars
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Tony Ingham 
(Economics 1961)
After graduating I qualified as 
a Town and Country Planner, 
becoming a Member of the Royal 
Town Planning Institute in the 
mid-1960s. I retired in 2004. 
In the early years of my career 
I was able to specialise in the 
economic aspects of planning. 
I met my wife in Preston where 
I went to work in 1962 after a 
year with London County Council, 
and this year we celebrated our 
Golden Wedding Anniversary. 
After all this time I remember 
vividly and with fondness my 
three years in the Economics 
Department at Leeds. 

Jonathan Thurlwell  
(Economics 1992; MA 
Economics and Finance 1994)
After gaining my postgraduate 
qualification I secured my first 
role in the Energy Policy and 
Analysis Division with the UK 
Government’s Department of 
Trade and Industry. I am now 
a Managing Consultant at a 
specialist energy economics 
consultancy, advising on 
assignments with government 
departments, regulatory 
authorities and European energy 
utilities. In 2014 I successfully 
beat cancer, which has been a 
good way of putting everything 
into perspective. I’m enjoying 
life in rural West Sussex with 
my beautiful Irish wife and 
two crazy young daughters, 
who keep me on my toes and 
make me laugh constantly.

John T Rowe  
(Executive MBA 1995)
Shortly after completing my 
degree my wife and I undertook 
a new life-adventure migrating 
to New Zealand (with our cat). 
We were both lucky to find 
employment. I have been the 
General Manager for a number of 
NZ companies which has given 
me opportunities to explore NZ 
and Australia.  

I now provide engineering and 
management consultancy 
services to SMEs. I’ve kept 
up part-time study and now 
have a postgraduate award in 
Business Research from Waikato 
University in NZ and Doctor 
of Business Administration 
(DBA) degree from Southern 
Cross University, Australia.

Amalia Santos   
(MA Human Resource 
Management 1999)
Before LUBS I worked in Spain 
for Andersen Consulting 
(now Accenture, then Merck 
Sharp & Dhome de España). 
My marriage to an English 
man brought me to the UK. 
During my Masters at LUBS I 
found a passion for training 
and development. Since then 
I have worked as a freelance 
HR consultant, combining 
academic teaching at EADA 
Business School with HR work 
and raising our three children 
(my most important clients). 
I am currently collaborating 
with Panasonic España in very 
interesting, fun and rewarding 
development projects and also 
delivering training on coaching 
and career development.

Abigail (Hobbs) Clayton  
(Economics and Social 
Policy 2000)
After working on exciting 
global change projects since 
graduating I am now the 
Director of Getfeedback, a talent 
management consultancy. 
I’m passionate about helping 
organisations get the best from 
their people and really enjoy 
improving business performance 
and engagement.  
I was Captain of the University’s 
women’s football side and since 
returning to my hometown I’ve 
played for Oxford United and a 
number of other teams. I also 
became a British Masters Judo 
Champion for 2014. I live on a 
farm in the middle of nowhere 

with my husband and two 
little girls but regularly enjoy 
coming back to visit Leeds.

Gez Overstall  
(Economics and 
Management 2003)
I moved to Guernsey seven 
years ago and began a career 
in telecommunications. Having 
recently gained an MBA I am 
now embarking on a new journey, 
working for a company called 
Infrasoft Technology which is 
an India-based company who 
provide software solutions 
for the financial services 
industry. I am also getting 
some time out in between jobs 
to visit family in Australia.

James Sutton  
(MA Advertising and 
Marketing 2003)
After graduating I moved to 
London and spent the next 
decade in the advertising and 
marketing industry. I now live 
in Clapham with my girlfriend 
Anna. This year I decided to 
resign from my role as Business 
Director at advertising agency 
Grey London and have a short 
career break before deciding 
on my next move. The last 
year has involved taking on 
lots of challenges, such as 
running my first marathon and 
climbing Kilimanjaro. I have 
just completed my Mountain 
Leader training and am about 
to go to Antarctica, something 
I’ve wanted to do for years.

Abhishek Pai (MBA 2003)
My MBA at LUBS has not 
only taught me tangibles like 
scientific techniques and 
algorithmic models but has 
also enabled me to garner 
intangibles like acceptance, 
compassion and humility. Now 
I work in analytics with Johnson 
& Johnson Pharmaceuticals and 
also volunteer with a  
non-governmental organisation 
in the red light district of 
Kamathipura in Mumbai.  

It works to end second 
generation prostitution and to 
protect women and children 
from the threats of human 
trafficking by defending their 
rights and dignity; providing a 
safe environment; supporting 
their education and health, and 
leading major advocacy efforts.

Anith Puthiyankath  
(MBA 2004)
Growing up in a third generation 
business family, I never fancied 
doing anything other than 
running my own business. 
However one thing led to  
another and I spent more than  
a decade working for 
multinational corporations.  
In early 2012 I started World of 
Origins, a fine food destination 
with sustainability and origins 
at its core. We work with local 
producers in some of the most 
exotic locales to promote their 
heritage products. Work life 
has been immensely fruitful; 
though challenging, I am so 
far enjoying this new journey.

Aderonke Alabi  
(MA Economics and 
Finance 2005)
I had a great time studying 
in Leeds; I love the city, made 
lifelong friends and try to visit 
often. I returned to Nigeria after 
graduation and have worked 
in fantastic organisations ever 
since. My first role was with the 
corporate banking group in First 
Bank of Nigeria. My interest in 
strategy led me to Accenture 
Nigeria where I consulted for 
banks and financial institutions. 
I’m now Head of Strategy and 
Corporate Planning in FBN 
Capital, the investment banking 
subsidiary of the FBN Holdings 
group. I enjoy my job and believe 
studying at Leeds helped in 
fast tracking my career.

Audrey Duflos   
(MSc Management 2005)
After graduating I returned to my 
home country, France. Since then 

I’ve worked as a  
consultant in operational, 
marketing and strategic project 
management. These experiences 
have honed my marketing and  
multi-tasking skills and 
increased my knowledge 
of business strategies. 
I’ve gained an insight into 
several sectors (technology, 
consumer goods, automotive), 
enhanced my interpersonal and 
entrepreneurial abilities,  
and reinforced my enthusiasm 
for helping companies to adapt 
their new challenges.  
And since October, I decided to 
go out of my comfort zone... 
I left my job and packed my 
bags to Australia...I really hope 
this new adventure will be 
everything I hoped it would be.

Tim Rees  
(Management 2007)
Initially I helped set up a 
jewellery business but the 
recession hit. Picking myself 
up I decided to hit the road, 
teaching snowboarding in 
the winters in places such as 
Patagonia, Kashmir and Japan. 
During the summers I was a 
street performer juggling and 
breathing fire as well as playing 
the didgeridoo. Upon returning to 
my homeland in Pembrokeshire, 
I found myself living in a yurt, 
with no one for neighbours but 
the birds and the odd fox. Over 
four years I set up one of the UK’s 
first alternative accommodation 
agencies and now run  
qualitycottages.co.uk -  
a multi-million turnover 
company where I put my lessons 
from Leeds to good use.

Tomas Gennari  
(Business and Economics 
Studies Junior Year 
Abroad 2008)
I am from Argentina. I spent 
a fantastic semester at the 
Business School as part of the 
Study Abroad programme.  
Since then I have worked in 

Johnson & Johnson’s marketing 
department for two years.  
More recently I have followed in 
my dad’s footsteps in our family 
company BB-Business Bureau, a 
Market Research and Consulting 
company focused on Media, TV 
and Entertainment. 2014 has 
been an outstanding year. I have 
been travelling a lot, opening 
our offices in Brazil and the USA. 
Not bad for our family company! 
New clients and opportunities 
in an ever changing industry!

Dr Antonios Panagiotakopoulos 
(PhD Business and Economy 
Studies 2009) 
After completing my PhD I 
returned to my home country to 
work as an academic. Currently, I 
am a senior lecturer at New York 
College, Athens, Greece. I am 
also a visiting research fellow 
at the Centre for Employment 
Relations and Innovation Change 
(CERIC) at the Business School, 
so I have the opportunity to 
visit Leeds each year. I am so 
happy that I get the chance 
to visit Leeds because I have 
great memories from LUBS. 
My colleagues at CERIC are all 
great! I miss LUBS so much!

Zhe Xu  
(MSc International Marketing 
Management 2010)
2014 was a truly remarkable year 
for me. Firstly, I got married after 
a seven year relationship. My 
husband Vincent, a professional 
photographer, designed a lawn 
wedding with pink and purple 
flowers for me. And it was 
fantastic. The other exciting 
thing I want to share is that 
we are opening our own studio 
named ‘VC VISION’. Everyone has 
a dream, so do I. Hence, I quit 
my job as a Business Specialist 
in Apple Inc without hesitation. 
Our studio will specialise  
in wedding, travel and  
portrait photography.  
Please visit the official 
website vcvs.com.cn

Philip Gheiler (MBA 2010)
After graduating I started an 
internship in Madrid where I not 
only got back to work, but was 
also reunited with my girlfriend. 
After almost a year in Spain 
we both returned to our home 
country, Peru. After two years I 
became a Development Manager 
for a leading owner and operator 
of wireless communication 
sites. The years have been very 

exciting; I’ve travelled both 
on business and on vacation 
to Canada, USA, Mexico, 
Argentina, China, Thailand and 
Cuba! I got married and am 
now awaiting the arrival of my 
first child. No doubt next year 
will be like nothing before.

Qun Guan  
(MA Advertising and 
Marketing 2011)
After graduating I came back 
to China and found a job in 
an agricultural machinery 
company. Now I’m working 
in the marketing department 
which is interesting and full of 
challenges. This year has been 
a meaningful year for me; I got 
a new home which I decorated; 
organised the press release 
meeting for a new product 
launch for the first time; and 
also got a great friend in my pet 
rabbit. Now I’m trying to learn 
more skills to enrich myself.

Vidya Gopal  
(MA Advertising and 
Marketing 2011)
2013 and 2014 were big years 
for me. I moved from India to the 
USA and started working at a 
strategic business consultancy 
located in Philadelphia. It’s been 
an adventurous ride for me since 
my move, right from getting 
used to the American culture, 
to making friends and getting 
used to the (cold) weather. I have 
been lucky to have met some 
great individuals and travelled 
around parts of North America 
and Canada. I’m hoping South 
America will be next and I hope 
to visit Leeds too very soon.

Trayana Pamoukchieva  
(MSc Accounting and 
Finance 2013)
Achieving my postgraduate 
degree was a milestone in my 
professional life and also a 
crucial part of my personal 
development. It was such an 
incredible year. After graduating 
and leaving ‘my second home’ 

Leeds, I found a wonderful job as 
a Business Analyst a prestigious 
international company, in my 
home country. In addition,  
I have started the tough task of 
becoming a Chartered Financial 
Analyst. I successfully balance 
my professional life with my 
eternal passion, travelling. 
A few months ago I decided 
to go to the next level in my 
relationship and said ‘yes’ 
when my beloved proposed.

Camilla Kaijuka  
(MSc Financial Risk 
Management 2013) 
It’s been over a year since I 
moved back to Uganda from 
Leeds. At first it was difficult to 
find a job which I felt matched 
my Leeds degree but eventually I 
found one that falls in line with 
exactly what I studied.  
I spend my days as an  
Anti-Money Laundering Analyst 
at Standard Bank Uganda 
(Stanbic) and I love applying 
all the theoretical knowledge 
I learnt whilst at Leeds in the 
practical world. It has been a 
year of growth for me, making 
the transition into the adult 
world. Thank you Leeds.

Rangel Koldanov  
(International Business 
and Economics 2014)
Throughout my final year I was 
looking for graduate positions; 
applying and attending 
interviews and assessment 
centres all over the country.  
I was sure that the job for me 
would be around the corner. 
Graduation was a great day 
and both my parents were able 
to attend, coming all the way 
from Bulgaria. One month to 
the day after this, I got an offer 
for a very attractive position 
in Leeds city centre! I really 
enjoy it now and my feeling was 
right - my job was waiting for 
me just around the corner. 

CLASS NOTES

 Business School students have benefitted in 
a multitude of ways; from grants and funding to 
increased study space, access to a new Global Lounge 
and activities run by Leeds University Union. Since the 
beginning of the Campaign more than 60 scholarships 
have been given to Business School students. 
 One major benefactor of the Campaign is the 
University’s start-up service, Spark. It helps entrepreneurs 
such as MSc Enterprise students Andrew Green and 
Robert Conway. The initiative offers funding, practical 
advice and resources to students and alumni who have 
a workable idea and the commitment to back it up.
 Whilst studying on the MSc Enterprise programme, 
Andrew and Robert put their skills into action by setting 
up a business called TourOutdoor. The successful student 
tour company runs guided excursions to cultural and 
historical locations across Yorkshire and the UK.
touroutdoor.co.uk
    

MAKING A 
WORLD OF 
DIFFERENCE
The University is committed to nurturing talent and 

developing the potential of its students. Investing in 
their future to harness their creativity, hard work and 
leadership will ultimately change our world for the better.
 Since its launch in 2006, the University’s 
Making a World of Difference fundraising campaign 
has received donations from Business School 
alumni amounting to over £11m, which accounts 
for almost a quarter of the overall total so far. 

The help from the University has 
been fantastic. We won the Proof 
of Concept Fund which has really 
helped us get our business off the 
ground. If you have a good idea and 
show passion and interest, there is 
so much support out there for you.”
 

- Robert Conway (MSc Enterprise)
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